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Abstract
A review of results fran st:armrd guilty am innocent trea:bnent corxlitions
in 14 IlDCk crime studies of the control question polygraph technique revealed acx:uracies ran;Jin:] fran chance to 100% correct. '!he present study
examined several factors that may have contributed to the observed variability in detection rates across studies.
'!hose included samplin:] error,
differences in the pcp1lations fran which subjects were drawn (SUbjects),
differences in the nature of incentives provided to subjects for passin:] the
polygraph test (Incentives), am differences in the methods for diagnosin:]
truth or deception (Decision Policy). A meta-analysis revealed that approximately 24% of the variance in detection rates could be attributed to samplin:] error, am detection rates were correlated with types of SUbjects (r =
.61), Incentives (r = .73), am Decision Policies (r = .67). '!he highest
diagnostic acx:uracies were obtained fran nonstudent subject samples, when
both guilty am innocent subjects were offered ltK)netary incentives to convince the examiner of their innocence, am when conventional field methods
were used for interpretin:] the physiological recordings am diagnosin:] truth
and. deception. Together, differences in SUbjects, Incentives, am Decision
Policies may acx::ount for as much as 65% of the observed variance in detection rates. '!he present firxlings highlight the .i.np:>rtance of conductin:]
IlDCk crime experiments that closely approximate field corxlitions.
IN1'R)DUCTION

In reviewin:] the literature on the acx:uracy of field polygraph techniques, the Office of Teclmology Assessment (orA) (1983) surmnarized the
results of 14 IlDCk crime experiments. '!hey reported that acx:uracy rates
obtained under laboratory corxlitions were generally greater than chance, but
there was considerable variability in the acx:uracy rates obtained by different investigators. Accuracy of decisions on subjects who were guilty of
IlDCk crimes ran;Jed from a low of 71% correct (Szucko & Kleirnnuntz, 1981) to
a high of 100% correct (Dawson, 1980; Ginton, Netzer, Elaad, & Ben-Shakhar,
1982; Raskin & Hare, 1978). Even greater variation cx:::curred for innocent
subjects. Accuracy of decisions on innocent subjects ran;Jed from 49% correct (Szucko & Kleimmmtz, 1981) to 97% correct (Kircher & Raskin, 1982).
Furt:hentDre, the percentage of subjects correctly identified as truthful or
deceptive in the laboratory experiments (61%) was ltK)re than 20% lower than

* '!he authors are at the University of utah. Reprinted from law and.
Human Behavior (1988) 12, 79-90 with the kirrl pennission of the authors and.
Plernnn Publishing Corporation, 233 Sprin:] street, New York, New York
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that obtained fran actual criminal suspects in the field studies (82%) (orA,
1983).
'Ihe present study explored the possibility that the observed
differences in detection rates may be related to differences in the extent
to which the research paradigns eJrployed by! different investigators were
representative of field corrlitions.
I

In the typical IOOCk crine experinent, subjects are rarrlomly assigned to
guilty am innocent treatInent c:x:mlitions. SUbjects in the guilty c:x:mlition
connnit a IOOCk crine, such as the theft of an object of value fran a place
that the subject ordinarily would not frequent. Innocent subjects are given
a general description of the crine but do not enact it. SUbjects in both
c:x:mlitions are told to deny having ccmnitted the theft. 'Ihey may be promised a reward if they can convince the polygraph examiner of their irmacence, or they may be threatened with punishment if they cannot. After
acting out the instnlctions, the subject is given a polygraph examination by
an experinenter who is blim with respect to the subject's guilt or irmacence.

'Ihe IOOCk crine paradigm overcomes many of the problems and limitations
of field research on polygraph techniques (Podlesny & Raskin, 1977). As
cx::mpared to field settings, laboratory envirornnents offer greater control
over extraneous variables, testing contexts, instnnnentation, and the qualifications am expertise of polygraph examiners. since the subjects in a
laboratory experinent are assigned to guilty and innocent treatJnent conditions, the accuracy of the polygraph technique may be assessed by COl'l'prring
the test outcomes to the actual tnlthful or deceptive status of subj ects
(ground tnlth) .
In field studies ground tnlth is rarely known with certainty.
Inferences drawn fran confessions or physical evidence obtained subsequent to
field polygraph examinations may be used as criteria against which polygraph
outcomes may be conq:ared, but the validity of such criteria is open to
question (Raskin, in press). since field studies eJrploy fallible criteria
for establishing the veracity of criminal suspects in lieu of ground tnlth,
they generally have less criterion validity than do laboratory experiments
(orA, 1983).

Although laboratory paradigns offer many advantages over field research, the accuracies obtained in IOOCk crine experinents may not be representative of the accuracies obtained in the field (Lykken, 1981; Podlesny &
Raskin, 1977). 'Ihere may be important differences between imividuals who
agree to participate in psychological experirnents and those who submit to
polygraph examinations during criminal investigations. 'Ihe consequences of
failing the polygraph examination am the Irotivations of subjects to appear
tnlthful on the test are typically greater in the field than in the laboratory. 'Ihere may be important differences between the laboratory am field
in tenns of the annmt of experience am the qualifications of those who
administer the tests, interpret the physiological recordings, and render
diagnoses of tnlth am deception.
'Ihe present study examined three factors that may affect the
generalizability of results obtained fran IOOCk crine experinents.
One
variable concerned differences in the populations fran which the subjects
2
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were drawn. Most IOOCk crilne experiments have used college students as
subjects. College students constitute a relatively hCll1¥Jgeneous group with
respect to age, intelligence, educational backgrourrl, socioeconomic status,
an::l level of socialization.
Ccmpared to the general public, college students are m::>re familiar with the academic settinJs in which IOOCk crilne
experiments usually are corxiucted. Students may have some general understan::ti.rg of the goals of behavioral research an::l may feel m::>re comfortable
playing the role of an experimental subject. 'lbe artificial nature of the
IOOCk crilne paradigm may be m::>re evident to the student than in the
nonstudent subject.
SUch perceptions may reduce the subject's personal
involvement in the outcome of the test an::l produce a psychological context
that is substantially different from that which surrourrls the polygraph
examination of a person who is suspected of carmnitting a criminal act.
In an attempt to obtain samples that are m::>re representative of the
population criminal suspects, some experimenters have recnrlted subjects
from the camrmmity (e.g., PcxUesny & Raskin, 1978; Rovner, Raskin, &
Kircher, 1978). others have sampled from the target population of irrlividuals who carmnit crilnes, such as psychopathic an::l nonpsychopathic prison
inmates (Raskin & Hare, 1978) or psychopathic exofferrlers (Hamnond, 1980).

'!he subject's notivation to appear truthful on the polygraph test may
also play a role in the outcome. Guilty an::l innocent subjects who undergo
polygraph examinations in actual criminal cases are highly m::>tivated to
convince the polygraph examiner of their innocence. Deperxling on the circumstances, a deceptive polygraph outcome may result in the loss of prestige, a job, m::>ney, or even arrest or imprisornnent. It is generally agreed
that the typical IOOCk crilne paradigm does not completely simulate the qualitative an::l quantitative aspects of the notivational structure of the typical
field polygraph examination (Lykken, 1981; PcxUesny & Raskin, 1977).

'lbe closest approximation to a realistic situation was achieved in a
study conducted in Israel.
Ginton et ale (1982) administered required
aptitude tests to 21 Israeli policemen. 'lbe policemen were pennitted to
score their own tests, which gave them an C>pIX>rtunity to alter their answers. Unknown to the policemen, the answer sheets had been chemically
treated so that it was possible to detennine who had actually cheated on the
test. SUbsequently, the policemen were told that they were suspected of
cheating an::l were asked to take a polygraph test. 'lbey were also led to
believe that their professional careers might depend on the outcome of the
test. Of the 15 policemen who agreed to be tested, 2 had actually cheated
on the test. since the police officers were unaware that they were subjects
in an experiment, it is reasonable to assume that the investigators succeeded in creating a realistic notivational context for the polygraph examinations.
'lbe least realistic incentives for passing the polygraph test were used
'lbey simply told the psychology undergraduate volunteers who served as subjects that "intelligent an::l well-adjusted"
irrlividuals can pass the test without being found guilty.
Bradley and
Ainsworth (1984) offered guilty subjects a $1.00 cash incentive to pass the
test, but no attempt was made to notivate the innocent subjects. Barland
and Raskin (1975) threatened college students in the innocent condition with

by Szucko an::l Kleinmuntz (1981).
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the loss of college credit if they failed the test am promised guilty
subjects a $10 bonus for passlnj the test.
Bradley am Janisse (1981) tbreatened guilty am innocent subjects with
a "painful but not pennanently damaglnj electric shock" if they failed the
test.
However, cc::mparisons between their tbreatened am nonthreatened
control subjects revealed that the threat of punishment had no effect on
detection accuracy. In the remaininJ studies, guilty am innocent subjects
were offered sane type of a reward such as college credit (e. g., Honts,
Hodes, & Raskin, 1985) or a IlX)netary bonus (e.g., Podlesny & Raskin, 1978)
for produclnj a tnrt:hful outcane on the test.
'Ihe anount of physiological data provided to the polygraph interpreters
for makin:J diagnoses also varied across experiments.
In an attempt to
control for the anount of data provided to the interpreter, the OI'A examined
the accuracy of judgments based on a maxiInum of three charts of physiological data for each subject. However, in one experiment (Szucko & Kleinrnuntz,
1981), judgments of truth am deception were based on only one chart, am in
other studies (e.g., Kircher & Raskin, 1982a) examiner judgments were based
on as many as five charts. Although there may be some justification for
attenptlnj to starrlardize the anount of data provided to the polygraph
examiners, decisions in field settlnjs are not always based on three or
fewer charts, am there is no requirement that decisions be reached in every
case. In a typical field polygraph test, the examiner presents the series
of test questions three tllnes, evaluates the first three charts of data, am
attenpts to make a decision. If a decision cannot be reached at that point,
one or two additional charts may be obtained am evaluated. If the polygraph examiner is unable to reach a diagnosis after evaluatlnj as many as
five charts of data, the test is considered inconclusive.

Instead of controlllnj the number of polygraph charts evaluated by the
polygraph interpreters, the present study explicitly considered the extent
to which the number of charts provided to the interpreters fulfilled the
requirements of st:.aImrd field practice. Each experiment was categorized
according to whether or not the methods of chart interpretation am decision
rules enployed by practicing field examiners were accurately represented in
the experiment. '!hat procedure used all of the available physiological
data am pennitted an examination of the effects on accuracy rate attributable to violations of conventional methods of chart interpretation and
decision rules.
'!he classification strategy described above is confourrled with another
variable, the effects of which cannot be adequately assessed with the available data. Field polygraph examiners use one of two general methods for
diagnoslnj truth am deception.
In the older approach, the polygraph
examiner fonns a global inpression of the subject's physiological responses
to test questions (Reid & Inbau, 1966). To reach an overall determination
of truth or deception, that infonnation is combined in some unspecified
manner with evaluations of the case facts am the subject's demeanor during
the test.
'!he other general diagnostic approach is Jmown as numerical scoring
(Raskin, 1982). the numerical method attenpts to minimize the influence of
4
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extrapolygraphic sources of infonration on the decision maker am to maximize the reliability of examiner judgments.
Fhysiological responses to
test questions are systematically scored, the obtained scores are smmned,
am the subject is classified as truthful, deceptive, or inconclusive by
comparing the total numerical score to st:ar¥jard criteria.
Global evaluations of the polygraJil charts were perfonned in two m:x::k
crime experiments (Ginton et al., 1982; Szucko & Kleirnmmtz, 1981). However, the Reid-trained examiners am student-trainees in the Szucko am
Kleirnmmtz study were not provided with the nonphysiological sources of
infonration on which they had been trained to rely; their decisions were
based on only one chart of data rather than three or more charts, am they
were required to render a definite decision in every case. As a consequence, the use of global evaluators in the Szucko am Kleirnmmtz study was
confOllIrled with the use of amitrary decision rules.
Both global am numerical evaluations of the physiological data were
perfonned in the study by Ginton et al. (1982). However, from their description it is not clear whether the polygraJil examiners had been trained
in global or numerical methods of evaluation, or both. Also, of the 15
subjects who participated in their experiment, only two were guilty of
cheating. In view of the limited number of subjects in the Ginton et al.
study am the constraints placed on the inadequately trained polygraph
examiners in the Szucko am Kleirnmmtz study, these two studies do not
clearly represent outcomes obtained by global methods of evaluation. A
direct comparison of the accuracies of global am numerical interpreters in
a field study may be fOllIrl in Raskin, Barlam, am Pcxllesny (1978).

'!he orA study fOUJ'rl considerable variability in reported levels of
diagnostic accuracy across studies, but it made no atteJnpt to analyze that
variability.
'!he present study used procedures described by Hunter,
Schmidt, am Jackson (1982) am Glass (1976) to perfonn a meta-analysis of
the observed variability in detection rates. According to Hunter et al.,
much of the variance in results obtained by different studies may be attributed to statistical artifacts such as sampling error, differences in the
reliability of measurement am the range of in:lependent variables, am
computational am typograJilical errors.
various applications of their
techniques in the area of personnel selection revealed that the first three
artifacts aCCOllllted for 72% of the variance in research firxlings, am
approximately 60% of the total variance could be explained by sampling error
alone (Schmidt & Hunter, 1981).
Hunter et al. suggested that if more than 75% of the variance in research firxlings is due to the effects of sampling error, errors of measurement, am range restriction, then the search for substantive differences
among the studies (moderator variables) is unwarranted.
However, the
present meta-analysis assessed only the effects of sampling error because
the available infonration was insufficient to assess errors of measurement,
am the range of the in:lepernent variable was held constant by limiting the
analysis to st:ar¥jard guilty am innocent treatment conditions, as discussed
below. since only sampling error was considered, a modification of the 75%
decisions rule seemed appropriate. Following suggestions by Peters, Hartke
5
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am Pohlrnarm (1986), we decided not to search for IOOderator variables if
sanp1in;J error ac:x:x:Jl1l1ted for lOOre than 60% of the observed variance in
detection rates aIOOl'lg the 14 studies.

Literature Base

am case

Selection

Sixteen IOOCk crime studies of the cxmtro1 question technique were foun::l
in the literature. 'IWo cjf those studies were anitted fram the present
analysis because an Wex of diagnostic validity could not be c:::onp.lted when
only guilty (Widacki & Ho:rvath, 1978) or only innocent subjects (Heckel,
BrokaW, Salzberg, & Wiggins, 1962) participated in the experiment.
Same of the variance in the detection rates reported in the OI'A study
may be attributed to effects of experimental treatm:mts (e. g., trainin;J in
the use of Iilysica1 COlllltenneasures) that had been inp1emented in some
experiments but not in others.
In the present study, that source of
variance was rem:wed by 1imitin;J the analysis to control subjects am to
subjects who had received experimental treatments that had no significant
effect on the accuracy of diagnoses. '!hat requirement results in the loss
of 93 (11%) of the total mnnber of 858 subjects who had participated in the
14 experiments. However, it substantively corrected the range of treatments
to stan:lard guilty am innocent control corrlitions.

Assessments of Diagnostic Accuracy
An Wex of diagnostic accuracy was obtained for each study by corre1atin;J the judgIoonts by the polygraph interpreters (coded as 1 for truthful
decisions, 2 for inconclusive, am -1 for deceptive decisions) with the
criterion of guilt or innocence (coded as 1 for innocent subjects am -1 for
guilty subjects). An obtained correlation of 0.0 would irrlicate that there
was no relationship between the j1.ldgIoonts made by the polygraph interpreter
am the criterion, am a correlation of 1. 0 would irrlicate that the judgments of truth am deception were perfectly accurate.
OUr use of the correlation coefficient is based on the assumption that
there is an umer1yin;J order to the polygraph interpreters' judgIoonts, with
inconclusive outcx::mes bein;J treated as intennediate values along a truthful/deceptive continuum. Although inconclusive outcomes may be viewed as
failures of the technique am their occurrence would reduce the value of the
correlation coefficient, they would not be weighted as heavily as false
positive or false negative decision errors. thus, the correlation coefficient provides a measure of detection efficiency that is consistent with the
real-'irlOr1d consequences of various types of polygraph outcomes. FurtherlOOre, procedures for perfonned a meta-analysis were originally developed for
analyzin;J variability aIOOng correlation coefficients, am the present
method for measurin;J detection efficiency facilitated their application.

RESULTS

'!he outcomes obtained fonn guilty am innocent subjects, the sanp1e
sizes, am the obtained correlation between the j1.ldgIoonts by the polygraph
interpreter am the criterion (r) are sununarized for each of the 14
6
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experiments in the last rolumn of Table 1.
roefficients was obtained.

Raskin
A wide range of rorrelation

'!he estilnate pcp.1lation variance of the rorrelations is given by Sr2 =
rni (r - r)2/ni is the sample size am ri is the observed r for ith study.
'!he average of squared deviations between the observed r's am r weighted by
their respective sample sizes was .245. '!he estilnated variance due to
samplin;J error was obtained by Se2 = k(1 - r-2)2/N, where k is the number of
studies am N is the total rnnnber of subjects (Hunter et al., 1982). '!he
variance in observed rorrelations due to samplin;J error was .0058. '!hus,
only 23.8% (.0058/.0247) of the observed variability in detection efficiency
was due to samplin;J error. since that is ronsiderably lower than the criterion value of 60%, a search for moderator variables was appropriate.
'Ihree dichotc::xoous rooasures were developed to reflect the extent to
which investigators enployed methods that were representative of existin;J
field rorxlitions. Similar to the meta-analytic tedmiques used by Smith and
Glass (1977), for each study a sa:>re of 0 to 1 was assigned for each characteristic to irxlicate a relatively low or high degree of generalizability to
the field situation. As illustrated in Table 2, a sa:>re of 0 on the SUbject
dimension irxlicated that the subjects were rollege students or student
actors, am a sa:>re of 1 irxlicated that subjects were not students. A score
of 0 on Incentives irxlicated that minimal incentives for producin;J a truthful outcome on the test were provided to guilty an::1/or innocent subjects,
am a sa:>re of 1 irxlicated that stronger am equal incentives were provided
to both groups. A sa:>re of 0 on Decision Policy was assigned when diagnoses
of truth am deception were based on nonstarrlard field sa:>rin;J tedmiques,
and a sa:>re of 1 was assigned when starrlard field methods were used, as
previously described.

'!he extent to which limitations on the generalizability of laborato:ry
results may be related to detection rates was assessed by rorrelatin;J the
sa:>res on each of the three design characteristics with the obtained correlations between the inteq>reters' diagnoses am the criterion (r's). Correlations were also obtained between the sa:>res on the three design characteristics and z-sa:>re transfonnations of the obtained r's. '!he results 0btained with z sa:>res were unifonnly stronger than those obtained usin;J the
rorrelations, but the same pattern of results emerged. For ease of interpretation, only the results obtained with rorrelation roefficients are reported.
To account for differences in sample size, weighted rorrelations were
obtained accx>rding to procedures outlined by Hunter et ale (1982). '!hey are
shown in Table 3.
'!he rorrelations between each of the three design characteristics and
detection efficiency are shown in the first rolumn. In each case, a substantial positive am significant relationship was observed.
'!he more
closely the subject sample resembled the field pcp.1lation, the more accurate
were the decisions.
Relatively low levels of detection efficiency were
obtained in studies with rollege student subjects, and the highest levels of
detection were obtained fran more heterogeneous samples of subjects,
including psychopathic am nonpsychopathic prison irnnates and exoffen:lers.

7
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Table 1. Percent Outcomes Obtained under Standard Guilty and Innocent Conditions
Innocent
= 383)

Guilty
(1/ = 382)

00

(n

Study

1/

Correct

Wrong

Inconclusive

n

Correct

Wrong

Inconclusive

Barland and Raskin (1975)
Bradley and Ainsworth (1984)"
Bradley and Janisse (1981)
Dawson (l980)b
Gatchel et al. (1984)
Ginton et at. (1982)
Hammond (19~O)
Honts ct al. (1983)<'
Honts et al. (1985)d
Kircher and Raskin (1982a)
Podlesny and Raskin (1978)
Raskin and Hare ( 197~)
Rovner ct al. (1979),"
Szucko and Kleinmuntz (1981)
Weighted means

36
16
96
12
14
2
32
10
31
50
20
24
24
15

64
88
60
100
50
100
72

8
13
14
0
7
0
3
0
3
6
15
0
0
29
8

28
0
26
0
43
0
25
20
19
6
15
12
12
0
18

36
8
96
12
14
13
30

42
75
58
75
79
85
40
70
45
86
90
88
88
49
66

17
13
9

42
13
32
17
21
0
40
10
35

SO
77
88
70

XX
88
71
74

Sixteen intnxkated guilty subjects excluded.
Data from delayed answer excluded.
C Ten countermeasure-trained subjects excluded.
d Forty-three countermeasure-trained subjects exduded.
e Twenty-four countermeasure-trained subjects excluded.

a

b
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10

31
50
20
24
24
15

8
0
15
20
20
19
6
5
8
8
51
12

8
5
4
4
0
22

Dete.:tion
Effi.:iency
.51
.(1)

.57
.83
.76
.65
.57
.71
.61
.84
.75
.X7
.X7
.21
.fi6

Kircher, Horowitz,

am

Raskin

Table 2. Characteristics of Mock Crime Experiments
Characteristic (assigned code)
Subject sample

Incentives

College students

(0) Course credit and
$ 10 bonus for guilty
only
(0) $1 bonus for guilty
only
(0) Course credit or
threat of electric
shock
(1) $5 pay + $5 bonus
(I) $15 pay + $10 bonus

(0) 2 charts
(0) 3 charts

(1) Career threat
0) $7 pay + $10 bonus

(1) Field technique
(0) 2 charts
(I) Field technique

(I) General community

+ $15
bonus
(0) Course credit
(1) $8 pay + $17 bonus

(l) Field technique

(l) General community

(1) $5 pay + $10 bonus

(1) Field technique

(1) Psychopathic and
nonpsychopathic
prisoners
(1) General community

(I) $20 bonus

(l) Field technique

(I) $7.50 pay

(0) College students

bonus
(0) Threat to self esteem

Study
Barland and Raskin
(1975)

(0)

Bradley and Ainsworth
(1984)
Bradley and Janisse
(1981)

(0) College students

Dawson (1980)
Gatchel et al. (1984)

(0) Student actors
Medical students
and staff
(I) Policemen
(1) Students. alcoholics
and exoffenders
(0) College students

Ginton et al. (1982)
Hammond (1980)
Honts et al. (1983)
Honts et al. (1985)
Kircher and Raskin
(1982a)
Podlesny and Raskin
(1978)
Raskin & Hare (1978)

Rovner et al. (1978)
Szucko and
Kleinmuntz (1981)

(0) College students

(0)

(1) Course credit

(0) College students

9
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+ $10

Decision policy
(0) 3 charts

(0) 3 charts and
modified scoring
(0) 3 Charts

(1) Field technique

(1) Field technique

(0) 1 chart and no
inconc1usives

I.al:x:>rato!.Y Research on Polygraph Validity
strong correlations with detection efficiency were also obtained for
the Incentives am Decision Policy variables. studies in which both guilty
am innocent subjects were offered m:>neta!.'Y incentives for a tru.thful
outcc:ane on the polygraph test produced higher decision accuracies than those
that did not. In addition, accuracy of decisions is greatest when trained
am experienced polygraph examiners evaluated three or more charts of recorded physiological data using starrlard rnnnerical scoring criteria am
decision :rules. Nonstan::lard scoring techniques am the arbitraIY decision
criteria employed by Szucko am Kleirmn.mtz (1981) were associated with the
lowest levels of detection efficiency.
Table 3.

SUbject sample
Incentives
Decision policy

Correlations arrong study Cllaracteristics am
Detection Efficiency

Detection
efficiency

SUbject
sample

.61
.73
.67

.83
.62

Incentives

.55

A nrultiple regression analysis was perfonned to assess the proportion
of variance in detection efficiency that may be attributed to the combined
effects of the three design characteristics. '!he three dichotoroc>usly coded
design variables were simultaneously entered into the regression equation
to predict the observed correlation between interpreter j~ts am the
criterion of guilt am innocence. '!he analysis produced an R of .65, which
suggests that the SUbject, Incentive, am Decision Policy variables may
account for as nRlch as 65% of the observed variance in detection rates.
DISCUSSION

'!he present fWings suggest that diagnostic accuracy in mock crime
experiments deperrls on the extent to which the subjects , incentives, am
procedures for evaluating the physiological data are representative of field
corrlitions. '!hose factors may account for nRlch of the variance in the
accuracies obtained in laborato!.Y experiments, am they may account for the
discrepancy between accuracy rates in laborato!.Y am field studies of the
control question technique. HCMeVer, one cannot infer that differences along
any of the three dimensions examined in the present study were causally
related to detection efficiency. Although the present fWings are suggestive of such relationship, they are not definitive since no attempt was made
to maniI,Xllate the rnnnber arxIjor types of threats to the generalizability of
laborato!.Y results.
'!he adequacy of the criteria that we used to rate the procedures employed by different irwestigators may be questioned.. '!his issue is particularly ilrportant in light of the small number of studies on which the present
10
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fimings were based. Urrler these circumstances, even small change in the
criteria CXJUl.d have large effects on the correlations with detection rates.
'!he observed correlation between detection rates am decision policies
highlights the inportance of using starx:lard field scoring techniques in
laboratory experi1nents whenever inferences are to be drawn about the accurac:j of such techniques in field settings.
'!he correlations of detection
rates with subject characteristics am incentives are of greater theoretical
interest. Significantly Ic::Jlrler detection rates were obtained frc:m college
students as cx:JIt)ared to nonstudent samples am when minimal negative consequences were associated with a deceptive polygraPl outcx::Jne. Relative to
other members of the cx:mnunity, college students may be IlDre familiar with
the nature am objectives of psychological experiments, feel IlDre comfortable in research settings, experience less errotional arousal while perfonning their tasks, am have little invested in the outcome of the test.
F'Urt:he:rm:>re, personal involvement in the task may be especially difficult to
achieve with college students. For a college student, the loss of a $20
bonus for failing the polygraPl test may be uninportant; but to the unemployed or prison irnnates with lllnited resources am opportunities to earn
IlDney, $20 may be a significant loss. Experiments are needed to assess the
effects of personal involvement on detectability.
'!he results of such
studies may explain some of the variance in the results of laboratory studies am facilitate attenpts to develop a ccxrprehensive theory of detection
of deception.

Given the lllnitations of m:x::k criIne analogs in which subjects are
infonned as to their roles as experimental subjects, a method for assessing
the adequac:j of the m:x::k criIne paradigm is badly needed. Highly realistic
procedures that involve entrapnent am deception of subjects (Ginton et al.,
1982) are not likely to gain widespread acceptance among researchers in this
area, since they might violate the ethical standanls of research on hUIllaI1
subjects (American Psychological Association, 1981). A possible solution
would ccxrpare sets of intercorrelations among components of physiological
responses observed urrler laboratory am field conlitions. COlTplter techniques for data quantification am multivariate statistical methods, such
as confinnatory factor analysis, multivariate analysis of variance, am
discrllninant analysis, may be used for those purposes. Use of such techniques
might reveal whether or not the contextual am m:>tivational components of
field polygraPl examinations that are difficult to simulate in the laboratory are inportant detenninants of subjects' Plysiological responses to test
questions. Sllnilar techniques have already been used to provide powerful
tests of quantitative am qualitative differences between the patterns of
physiological activation that aa::ampany truthfulness am deception during
control question polygraPl tests (Kircher & Raskin, 1982b), am their application in this area might prove to be fruitful.
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MJVEMENT RE<X>RDING ClJAIRS:
A NEX:!ESSITY?
By

Kenneth E. Murray
In 1966, the nonnal field polygraph instnnnent in use was a 3-channe1
instnnnent which. recorded separately, respiration, cardiovascular activity,
am galvanic skin response. Reactions as reflected in the galvanic skin
response were highly suspect, am i.meed, many examiners completely discounted its effectiveness.

'!he Movement Clair was first made public in the first edition of Truth
by Jolm E. Reid am Fred E. Inbau. '!he Reid polygraph recorded movements in addition to the three corwentiona! channels. One additional
channel recorded ann movements am muscular pressure, while another additiona! channel recorded thigh movements am muscular pressure. This was
accomplished through use of the Reid Movement Recorder Clair, a rather
awkward seating device.
It was evidence that at the time this book was
published, that the authors felt these two movement recorder channels were
valuable additions to the polygraph instnnnent.

am Deception

In 1977, a new edition of Truth am Deception was published.
'!his
edition acx:urately discussed many of the changes which. had taken place in
the field of polygraphy. By 1977, the GSR was no longer considered experimental. Arxl the field PolygraIil generally recorded separately, both abdominal am thoracic respiration. '!he chart width of the stamard instrLnnent
had increased from six to eight inches. '!he Reid Movement Clair had been
replaced by a new type of movement chair, developed by Karl S. Kltnnp.

'!he Kltnnp Body Movement Recording Clair appeared to be a stamard
Stoelting subject's chair. However, the chair is designed to sense extremely small body movements am changes of pressure of the subject seated upon
it. Distinct respirato:ry tracings similar to the upper pnetmlO channel are
prcx:iuced by the cooperative subject.
'Ihree transducers (receptors) in the fonn of heavy rubber bags, are
built into the seat am back rest of the chair. One transducer is placed
un:ler each. thigh, am one in the back of the seat. '!hese are interconnected
at the chair, so only one rubber tube is required to be connected to a
cardiograph recording channel.

Prior to the examination, the system is pressurized to about 5 rom. '!he
subject's weight, when seated on the chair, will cause a nonnal increase of
pressure to between 40 am 90 rom. '!he movement channel pen must be centered
prior to the beginning of each. chart. Even slight movements of the subj ect
will cause a definite display of ch.ange in the tracing, while la1'ger movements may make it necessa:ry to readjust the recording pen.
In 1976, the Fort Collins, Colorado Police Deparbnent purchased a
Stoelting Model 22715 Multigraphic instnnnent, which. recorded body movement
15
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Movement Recording Olairs:

A Necessity?

through the use of the KlllITp Movement Olair, as previously described.

'Ibis

inst.nnoont was in use until 1982.
It was my opinion that the Movement Channel was most useful, and that
all polygra{il inst.runwants should record lxxly nevements. IXJring a discussion
of this matter with Dr. Gordon Barlam, he suggested that a study should be
corrlucted in order that the effectiveness of the Movement Olair could be
documented.

It is the purpose of this study to detennine the usefulness of the
Movement Olair, am to detennine whether the Movement Cl1annel. should be
considered necessary for all polygrati1 instrun¥mts.
MEIHOD OF EXPERIMENT

'!he data used in this study consisted of a sequence of six hl.U1dred sets
of polygraph examination records. All examinations were given using the
Stoelting Multigra{ilic 22715 inst.runwant. '!he examinations consisted of 213
pre-employIrent examinations, (Arther fonnat) given to applicants at the Fort
Collins Police Deparbnent, am 387 specific examinations regarding various
crllninal. acts. All examinations were given by the author.
All polygrams were first evaluated to detennine if nevements did oc;::cur,
am if there were no evidence of this, they were separated into "Truthful"
am "Deceptive" categories, which were in tum divided into ''Verified'' and
"Not Verified" categories. If there was evidence of nevement, an atterrpt
was made to detennine if there was a correlation between the subject's
nevements am the type of question then being asked. Two additional concerns were:
(1) Whether a subject could neve without his nevements being reflected
in channels other than the nevement channel.
(2) Whether a subject could neve without being recorded by the nevement chair.
Follov.ring this, the results of the examinations were categorized in the
same manner as the non-neving subjects.
For the purpose of this study, only examinations which were verified by
confessions are considered verified - either the subject confessed, incriminating himself or another person, or another person confessed, exonerating
the first subject. No records are kept of verification through the development of additional evidence, or those subjects who later plead guilty or
were fourrl guilty in a Court of Law.
RESULTS

A total of 239 subjects were diagnosed as being deceptive. Of these,
150 were verified as being deceptive am 134 not verified as being deceptive.
16
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FAISE R:SITIVES

Included in the 134 subjects not verified as deceptive were three
subjects, diagnosed as bein:J deceptive am later verified as bein:J tnlthful.
'!he first subject was a white male, with no criminal record or histo:ry
of mental problems, eDJaged in deliberate chair distortion am novements,
very apparent with or without the novement channel.
'!he secorrl subject was a white male, with a lengthy criminal backgrounj, who had taken am failed two previous examinations, each time making

a full confession followin:J the examination. As in previous examinations,
he was cooperative. No confession was obtained, am later a frierrl of his
did confess that the frierrl had alone conunitted the robbery.
'!he third subject was a white male college student, with no prior
record, who was quite cooperative. His polygrams also indicated deception.
'!he use of the novement channel did not play a role in causin:J these subjects to be fourrl deceptive.
DECEPI'IVE SUBJECI'S

105 SUbjects. Verified Deceptive

134 SUbjects. Not Verified Deceptive
1 Moderate novements, without bein:J
seen or causin:J changes in Movement
channel ••• Movements apparent in cardio channel only.

15 Excessive novements.

17 Excessive novements .•. one subject
later verified tnlthful.

23 Moderate novements.

23 Moderate novements.

67 No novements recorded or noted.

93 No novements recorded or noted.

Of a total mnnber of 239 subjects who were diagnosed as bein:J deceptive, 79 subjects did nove durin:J their examination. Of these subjects, 18
noved only durin:J the pre-test chart, am ceased novements durin:J the actual
examination. One subject noved only each time a control question was asked.
'Ihree persons noved only each time a relevant question was asked. '!he other
57 subjects noved in an erratic nmlI1er.
TRIJlHFUL SUBJECI'S

18 SUbjects. Verified Tnrthful

295 SUbjects. Not Verified 'I'nlthful
1 Excessive novements.
7

18 No novements recorded or noted.

287 No novements recorded or noted.
17
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DISClJSSION
'!he actual rn.nnber of verified truthful subjects was 21. there were 3
false positives in this verified truthful group.
Considering only the
verified truthful group, this would irrlicate a false positive rate of 14
percent. Considering the total group called truthful, the false positive
rate was less than one percent.
Of the 313 diagnosed truthful subjects, only 8 moved. All of them
moved during the pre-test only. It is my opinion that once the truthful
person un:lerst:ams the ilrp:>rtance of not moving, they attempt to cooperate.
Of the 239 diagnosed deceptive subjects, 79 moved. Of these, 18 moved
during the pre-test only, being Iilysically cooperative during the remairrler
of the examination. Only 4 subjects gave irrlication through their efforts
that they had fonnulated a specific plan to attempt to "beat" the examination.
'!he other 57 subjects moved it seemed, without any plan or reason.
I
suspect that these subjects, rather than deliberately moving, were just too
nervous to sit still. '!his has been verified by statements made by some of
them following their confession.

While this shows a significant difference between the movements of
truthful arx:l deceptive irrlividuals while urxlergoing a polygraph examination,
I must report that in every case except one, when a subject moved during the
polygraph examination, the fact that this movement took place was recorded
in one or nore of the other channels of the instrument as well as the movement channel. In that instance, as noted, movements were recorded by the
cardio, but unseen by the examiner arx:l not recorded by the movement channel.

While a total of 600 sets of records in sequence were examined, a total
of 552 canplete polygraIil examinations were given. Not included in the
preceding statistics are the following results of attempts to conduct examinations:
Excessive movements made by 2 subjects who confessed during the pretest interview, Moderate movements were made by I subject who confessed
during the pre-test interview, arx:l no movements were made by 12 subjects who
confessed during the pre-test interview.
Excessive movements were made by 7 subjects who refused to be examined
following the pre-test chart, with one subject later giving a complete
confession to the Detective in charge of the case.
Moderate movements were made by I subject who refused to be examined
following the pre-test interview, arx:l no movements were made by 7 subjects
who refused to be examined following the pre-test interview.
Moderate movements were made by 2 subjects whose charts were inconclusive, even with a re-examination.
18
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Upon entering the polygraIil roam, I subject inunediately confessed
subject requested an attorney.

am

I

'!he examiner refused to give a polygraph examination to 2 subjects due
to their poor health, am one subject of a pre-employment volunteered such
information as to absolutely make a polygraIil examination unnecessary.

It is my opinion, based on these obseI:vations, that the pneumatic
IIKJVement channel, while working very well, does not significantly aid in the
detection of IIKJVement, as these IIKJVements can be detected through other
channels am by careful cbsez:vation of the subject.
Olring their examinations, 33.1 percent of the deceptive group am only
2.6 percent of the truthful group engaged in any IIKJVements during their
polygraIil examinations.
It seems that IIKJVements should be viewed as indications of deception.
However, the lack of IIKJVements should not be viewed as indications of truthfulness.
Also, in order that all subjects understarrl the necessity of
sitting quietly during the examination, they should be repeatedly warned
about IIKJVements.
In the final analysis, the actual polygraph recordings must be relied
upon to detennine truth or deception.
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NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
TESTED

160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

239 SUBJECTS DIAGNOSED AS
BEING DECEPTIVE ARE SHOWN
HERE

EXCESSIVE
MOVEr-tENTS

NUMBER OF
SUBJECTS
TESTED

320
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

MODERATE
MOVEMENTS

313 SUBJECTS DIAGNOSED AS

BEING TRUTHFUL ARE SHOWN
HERE

EXCESSIVE
MOVH1ENTS

MODERATE
MOVEMENTS
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UNITED STATES v. GIPSON:

cur

OF 'ffiE FRYE PAN, INIO 'ffiE FIRE

By

Major Craig P. Whitman, u.s. Anny
Introduction
'lhe Court of Military ~s has delivered its long awaited1 opll1l.on
in United states v. Gipson2 am has altered the course of future courts-martial practice in the area. of scientific evidence. 'lhis article will examine
the holding in the case, the new standard for general admissibility of
scientific evidence, am the future application of the new standard to
polygraIb evidence in courts-martial.
'lhe Gipson Decision

'!he accused in Gipson submitted to two polygraph examinations, one by
the government and one by the defense. 'lhe defense sought to lay a foundation for the admissibility of its exculpatory examination, while the govemIOOnt advised the military judge that the accused was deceptive in its
examination when he denied his involverocmt in the alleged crimes. 3 '!he
military judge ruled that neither the defense nor the government would be
pennitted to lay a fC>l.lOOation to admit evidence of the polygraIb examinations because of the lack of acceptance of polygraph results in the scientific and judicial cammunities. 'lhe accused was ultimately found guilty of
three specifications each of possession, transfer, am sale of lysergic acid
diethylamide. 4
'lhe Death of

~

'lhe court ruled that the accused should have been allOW'ed to atterrpt to
lay a fC>l.lOOation for polygraIb evidence. 5 'lhe Gipson decision is the death
knell of Fl:ye v. united states6 as the be-all-and-errl-all standard for the
admissibility of scientific evidence. the ~ standard will still have
some vitality as a factor in detennining probative value as will be discussed
below. 7

'lhe author is an instructor in 'lhe Crilninal law Division, TJAGSA. 'lhis
article is reprinted fram 'lhe Anny lawyer, Department of the Anny Pamphlet
27-50-178, October 1987 at 11. 'lhe opinions and conclusions expressed
herein are those of the irrlividual author, am do not necessarily represent
the views of the Judge Advocate General's School, the united states Anny, or
any other federal agency.
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New starnard for Scientific Evidence
In rejecting .E!;;yg as the st:an::iard for the admissibility of scientific
evidence, the court resolved a long st:arxling conflict with the Military
Rules of Evidence. '!he drafters' analysis to Rule 702 states that the Rule
may be broader am may supersede .E!;;yg.8 Irxieed, the Gipson opinion is a
classic articulation of how the Rules are designed to be used together for
the "promotion of grtMth am developnent of the law of evidence to the errl
that tru.th may be ascertained am prcx:::eedings justly detennined. ,,9 'lb that
errl, Gipson refers specifically to four pertinent military rules which
together describe a cx::rrprehensive scheme for dealing with expert testilnoTr1. l0

'!he stnn of the first three rules annmts to what is sometimes called
legal relevant. Military Rule of Evidence 401 defines relevant evidence in
the least restrictive tenus possible.
It is a stan:iard of mere logical
relevant. Mil. R. Evid. 402 states the obvious.
Relevant evidence is
admissible am irrelevant evidence is not admissible. Mil. R. Evid. 403
requires the exclusion of relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by certain, ernnnerated dangers.
When evidence
presents the potential for one of these dangers, the evidence is more likely
to be admitted if it is more probative or more relevant than required under
the mere logical relevance stan:iard in Mil. R. Evid. 401.
'!he fourth rule is Mil. R. Evid. 702, which permits testilnony by experts, in the fonn of an opinion or othel:Wise "[i]f ... [it] will assist the
trier of fact to understan:i the evidence or to detennine a fact in issue."
Acco:rding to one conunentator, "the test is whether the expert can be helpful."ll
Constitutional Premises
It is interesting to note the trea'bnent given by the Gipson court to
'!he court rejected a
constitutional right to present a defense in the fom of favorable polygraph
evidence. 13 'lb groun:l the opinion on such a right may have precluded the
government from using polygraph evidence as no such right exists for the
government. '!he court thereby allows the government am the defense to
present polygraph evidence that is detennined to be relevant am helpful.
the constitutional arguments that were presented.

'!he court had a kin:ler view of the due process argument, but explicitly
stated that the government may also use polygraph evidence in appropriate
cases. Military trial judges were cautiOned, however, that due process may
require them to "berrl even further than nonnal in the direction of giving
the accused the benefit of the doubt,,14 when deciding whether the relevant
am helpful stan:iard is met am in conducting the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test. '!he court also stated, regarding the two-way street of admissibility' "[I]n marginal cases, due procesS might make the road a tad wider on
the defense's side than on the Government' s. ,,15 '!his treatment reflects the
general idea that the accused should be protected am is also consistent
with fallness to the accused am the government.
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Use of Polygraph Evidence
'!he Gipson OP1l1l.on makes it clear that polygraph evidence relating to
the credibility of certain statements does not relate to the examinee's
character .16 'Ibis forecloses the full range of objections urrler Mil. R.
Evid. 608. For exanple, a witness need not have his or her credibility

attacked prior to the introduction of polygraph evidence. Also barred is an
objection based. on Mil. R. Evid. 608, which prohibits the use of extrinsic
evidence to prove a specific instance of corxiuct.
'!he court established two uses for polygraph results. Each requires
that the examinee testify at trial. First, a polygrapher could "opine whether the examinee was being truthful or deceptive in making a particular
assertion at tbe time of tbe polygraph exam. It would then be for the
factfirx:ler to detennine whether an inference rexists] regarding the
truthfulness of the examinee's in-court testimony."11 In this first instance,
any witness' credibility could be urrlennined. or supported with polygraph
evidence regardless of whether the witness' credibility had been attacked.
Regarding the secorrl use, the court stated, "'!heoretically, it is
conceivable that an expert's opinion about the truthfulness of a statement
made during a polygraph exam could even support a direct inference as to
guilt or innocence. ,,18 '!he court went on to say that it "would not corrlone
such opinion testimony absent the examinee's consistent in-court testimony.
If it were otherwise, the conclusions of the expert concenti.ng the credibility of the examinee would be the only evidence presented to the
factfimer.,,19 What exactly does this mean? Simply stated, to support a
direct inference as to guilt or innocence, the questions asked during the
polygraph examination must embrace the ultinate issues in the case am the
examinee nrust testify. '!he questions asked during the polygraph examination
nrust be specific enough to enable the fimer of fact to arrive at only one
conclusion if the polygrapher's opinion is accepted. For exanple, if the
accused is charged with distributing drugs to named persons on specific
dates, the questions asked of him nrust include all relevant infonnation. If
the accused simply denies ever having distributed drugs am deception is
irrlicated, the fimer of fact is not limited to a single conclusion as to
guilt or innocence as the accused may have distributed drugs to other than
the named persons on different dates.

'!he uses of polygraph evidence established in Gipson may come into play
when considering the testimony of several different kinds of witnesses.
When the accused is the examinee, the uses seem clear. An inference regarding the truthfulness of the accused's in-court testimony may be drawn am if
the questions to the accused during the polygraph examination are specific
enough, a direct inference as to guilt or innocence may be made.
If, hOlNever, the examinee is a victim, a govennnent witness, or a
defense witness, the uses may not be as clearly applied. For exanple, if a
defense alibi witness testifies that he was with the accused at the tine an
offense was allegedly committed am it would be physically impossible for
the accused to have committed the alleged offense, it does not necessarily
follOW'that a direct inference of innocence may be drawn if a polygrapher's
opinion supports that testimony. 'lhe defense witness may have a problem
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rernemberin;J the exact time am date of the offense or he may have confused
the accused with another person. Likewise, if an assault victim testifies
that the accused assaulted her, a polygraJ;i1er's opinion supportin;J that
testinony may not lead to a direct inference of guilt. '!he victim may have
had difficulty perceivin;J the event because of exrotions or poor eyesight,
am her test:ilrony may be tainted by sane prejudice or bias that affected her
perception. Problems such as the ones irrlicated involvin;J perception am
memory may only go to weight, however, am the proponent should still argue
that the inference may be applied.
In any given case, the proponent must articulate a proper use.
'!he
nore collateral the issue becanes, the less likely it is that polygraph
evidence will have sufficient probative value to survive the Mil. R. Evid.
403 balancin;J test discussed below. Proponents of polygraph evidence must
therefore evaluate the circumstances of each case to detennine if polygraph
evidence may be helpful.

It is also inq:x:>rtant to urxlerstam what the court in Gipson did not
say. '!he court did not say that polygraph evidence should have been admitted in Gipson, or in any other case. It silrply allows the proponent to
atteIrpt to lay a fOUI'rlation for the admission of polygraph evidence.
Application of the Standard
Relevance
'lb detennine relevancy, one must look to Mil. R. Evid. 401-403.
Mil.
R. Evid. 401 is a standard of mere logical relevance. 20 In order for polygraph evidence to be used in the ways stated by the Gipson court, the first
requirement to make the evidence relevant will be the in-court test:ilrony of
the examinee. If the examinee does not testify, no inference of whether the
examinee testified truthfully in court can be made. If the examinee does
testify, the polygraph results may still be excluded as a result of the Mil.
R. Evid. 403 balancin;J test. '!he proponent must therefore present nore
evidence to boost the polygraph evidence beyond the mere logical relevance
threshold.

'!he second fOUI'rlational requirement will be a showing of the validity
of the scientific theory.21 '!he polygrapher may have some trainin;J in this
area, but a proponent would be better able to satisfy this requirement with
experts from the fields of medicine and behavioral sciences. Behaviorists
should show that humans will react exrotionally to certain stimuli am physi0logists should relate that exrotionality to certain stimuli am
physiologists should relate that aootional reactions result in physiological
responses. Taken together, these witnesses should establish that humans
will be fearful when confronted with a situation that may lead to their
bein;J caught in a lie and that fear will be expressed in physiological
responses.

'lhird, the proponent must show that tedmology exists that can record
physiological changes. '!here is little controversy over the ability of the
polygraph to accurately measure and nonitor such data as pulse, respiration,
blood pressure, and galvanic skin resistance. 22
Test:ilrony from the
polygraJ;her should be sufficient to satisfy this foundational requirement.
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'lhe fourth requirement is the reliability of p::>lygraphs in general.
Here the proponent will fin:l it difficult to present useful, consistent
data. studies in this area are rn.nnerous but the results are far fran consistent. Reliability rates in studies ran;Je fran 17% to 100%.23 A proponent may therefore present evidence of studies that have high reliability
rates, but the opponent will also be able to show that the reliability rates
in studies vary significantly.24

Fifth, counsel must establish the good working corrlition of the p::>ly'!he p::>lygrarher can testify regarding the proper maintenance of the
p::>lygraph machine, am whether those maintenance sen:vices had been done.
'!he p::>lygrapher must also state that the machine as in proper working order
on the date of the exam. Certain procedures have also been established to
screen examinees for suitability. Some people are not suitable or susceptible to being tested. In each case, the p::>lygraIiler must testify that these
procedures were follCMed with the examinee in question. 25
grafil.

Finally
the proponent must present the qualifications of the
p::>lygraIiler. 26 Again, all of this evidence is designed to boost the relevance of the evidence to make it more probative. Even if all other fournation requirements are met, a less than fully qualified p::>lygraIiler may tip
the balance to excluding the evidence.
Helpful
In addition to relevance, the secorrl major criterion for the admission
of p::>lygraph evidence is that it must be helpful. Arguably, once the evidence is detennined to be relevant, it will also be helpful. For the sake
of enhanced likelihood of admissibility, however, the proponent should also
lay this foumational requirement by the numbers.

First, Mil. R. Evid. 702 requires that the expert have scientific,
technical, or specialiZed knowledge.
Secorxi, the evidence must relate to a fact in issue. For example, if
the issue was consent am the victim of a rape shCMed no deception on a
p::>lygraIil when she stated that she had sexual intercourse with the accused,
the p::>lygraIil evidence would not relate to the fact in issue.

'Ihird, the proponent must show that the evidence is relevant. Evidence
that is not relevant is not helpful. Of course, the initial step in the
foumational process was just such a showing of relevance.
'lhe Gipson court also suggested that the helpfulness S't:arrlard of Mil.
R. Evid. 702 iIrplies a quantum of reliability beyorrl that required to meet a
S't:arrlard of bare logical relevance. 27 '!herefore, the reliability established urrler the relevance inquiry should be persuasive in detennining
whether the evidence is helpful.

Detenninim Admissibility
Now that ~ has been rejected as the in:leperrlent controlling staroard
for admissibility, how is the judge to know whether scientific evidence
28
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should be admitted? '!he military judge is goirg to have to use his or her
own judgment, based on the evidence submitted to lay a fO\.ll'rlation. a.rt even
if the military judge firrls the polygraIb evidence to be relevant am helpful, he or she RUSt still corxluct the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancirg test. '!he
evidence will be admissible unless the probative value of the evidence is
substantially outweighed by certain enunerated dan;Jers.
'!he first i.rxpiry then is, "How probative is the evidence?" Interestirgly, Gipson rejects ~ as the starrlard but retains it as one inportant
factor in deteimi.nin;J probativeness am helpfulness. 28 If the scientific
evidence is generally accepted in the relevant scientific canmrunity, its
probative value should be high. But other factors may be considered. '!he
Gipson case refers the military judge to Weinstein29 for a discussion of
other factors that may be persuasive.
'!his is fortunate for polygraph
proponents because it seems clear that polygraph evidence cannot meet the
~ test, either as a st.arxlard or a factor. 3<J '!he Weinstein factors include the degree of acceptance in the scientific cammunity,
the
polygraIber's qualifications, the use of polygraphs in non-legal areas,
no:rmal rates of errors, whether the data is abjectively measured (e. g. ,
dlemical analysis) or subjectively measured (e.g., polygraIber's or han:lwritirg expert's opinion), am whether an expert pool exists for indeperrlent
evaluation. Obviously, a well-qualified polygraIber who examines a willirg
am suitable subject urx:ler ideal coOOitions will produce an opinion whose
probativeness has the best chance of sw:viving the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test. What are the dan;Jers that are weighed against the probative
value?

'!he dan;Jers enunerated in Mil. R. Evid. 403 are unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, misleadirg the members, urrlue delay, waste of time,
am needless presentation of cumulative evidence. If the polygraph evidence
is fourrl to be relevant am helpful, it should be admitted unless its probative value is substantially outweighed by one of these dan;Jers. '!he llDSt
likely dan;Jers associated with polygraIb evidence will be confusion of the
issues, waste of time, am the possibility of misleadirg the members.
Confusion of the issues may exist when too much attention is drawn
away fran the main issues in the case am directed toward collateral matters. A number of witnesses will have to be called to lay the foundation
for admittirg polygraIb evidence. '!he opponent will probably call a like
number of witnesses to rebut the proponent's evidence. '!he whole process
will be very time-consumi.rg, am canpared to the other evidence in the case,
the time spent on polygraIb evidence may be inordinate. All this may lead
to a case where the polygraIb is on trial am not the accused.
waste of time will also be an issue. '!he military judge will be required to sit through a lengthy procedure for layirg the fO\.ll'rlation. If the
military judge decides to admit the evidence, the same foundation should be
laid again before the members so they can accord the evidence its proper
weight.

29
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'!he final dan;Jer is mislea~ the IreIDbers. '!he concept of mislea~
the IreIDbers refers primarily to the possibility of the IreIDbers ovezval.uing
the probativeness of a particular item of evidence. Professor Graham, in
his HarrlJ::xx:>k of Federal Evidence, gave an exarrple of the possibility of the
IreIDbers ovezval.uing the probative value of evidence. His exarrple involved
the polygralil.31
Considering the posture of the evidence currently available as outlined
in Gipson, if the military judge allows counsel to lay a fotll'rlation for the
admission of polygralil evidence am comucts the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing
test on the record, it would be sw:prising to see an appellate court fin:l
error for an abuse of discretion if the evidence was excluded. '!he probative value is questionable, the uses of the evidence are limited, am the
potential for confusing the issues am mislea~ the IreIDbers is great.
Scenario
A brief discussion of a possible scenario may be helpful to detennine
hCM these issues should be framed.

Assume that an accused person passes either a goverrnnent or private
examination am testifies at trial. After Gipson, the military judge must
allCM the defense to attenpt to lay a fotll'rlation for the evidence. '!he
goverrnnent will probably challenge the fotll'rlation every step of the way.
'!he goverrnnent may be placed in the awkward position of using experts to
attack the fotll'rlation that it had used in earlier cases to establish a
fotll'rlation for its evidence. Accordingly, the goverrnnent may wish to limit
its attack to the polygraliler, the suitability of the examinee, am the
corrlition of the machine. Defense counsel should be cautious to avoid this
same awkward position.

If the accused passed a private exam, the goverrnnent should request the
defense to produce data fram the private exam am any audio or video recordings of the exam. '!his data may be used to evaluate the technique of the
examiner, the demeanor of the accused, am maybe even allCM for an in:lependent opinion. '!he goverrnnent should also request that the accused be required to take a government polygraph examination. If an accused refuses to
take a government exam, that fact could probably be considered by the military judge in comucting the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test. '!he theory
upon which the polygraph is based requires the examinee to be fearful when
faced with the possibility of being caught in a lie. '!he military judge
could detenni.ne that the accused had nothing to fear in the private examination, am therefore the reliability of the results would be questionable.
Conclusion
'!he court in Gipson concluded that the ~ test should be abandoned in
favor of a test using the Military Rules of Evidence am expressed the
opinion that the state of polygraph evidence may be such that it should be
admitted in courts-martial. 'Ib that ern, the court has opened the door to
the defense and the government am has invited them to marshal the evidence
at the trial level. 32 In each case, the military judge must consider a wide
range of factors am the decision will rest in the military judge's
30
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discretion. '!he subjective nature of polygraPl evidence is such that even
after the evidence has been admitted in a rn.nnber of cases, the battle will
still be waged in each succeedi..rg case. While the outc::c:me in each case may
not be predicted, the Gipson decision will likely result in this issue bein;J
hotly contested in each trial where polygraPl evidence is sought to be
admitted. It may be said that the court in Gipson has taken the issue of
the admissibility of scientific evidence out of the fiYg pan am thrown it
into the fire.
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United states v. Gipson:

A leap Fo:rward or Impetus for a step Backward?
By

captain Rarrly

v.

cargill, u. S. Anny

Introduction
In united states v. Gipson,l the Court of Militmy Appeals (CD1A)
relaxed the ~2 test for admissibility of scientific evidence and thereby
lifted a longstanding bar to the admissibility of polygraph evidence at
courts-martial. 3 Conunentmy to date has centered on a discussion of the new
"helpful and relevant" test with some treatment of polygraph issues. 4 '!his
article focuses on the practical consequences of Gipson and makes some
suggestions for trial counsel faced with polygraph issues at trial.
In
addition, a reconunendation for a change in the Rules for Courts-Martial is
presented.
Boiler Technician Secorxi Class Gipson was dlarged with three specifications of possession, transfer, and sale of lysergic acid diethylamide (ISD).
'!he main witnesses against Gipson were two servicernembers who testified that
they purchased ISD from Gipson. Prior to trial, at his own expense, Gipson
obtained a polygraph examination corxiucted by a civilian examiner.
'!he
examiner concluded that Gipson was telling the truth when he denied connnitting the offenses. Gipson also took a polygraph examination corxiucted by a
Naval Investigative Se1:Vice (NIS) agent. '!he NIS examiner concluded that
Gipson was deceptive when he denied connnitting the offenses. At trial, the
defense made a motion in limine to admit evidence of the exculpatory examination. '!he prosecution was willing to stipulate to the civilian polygraph
examiner's qualifications but objected to the defense attenpt to lay a
foundation for the admission of the test result arguing that polygraph
evidence is not admissible at courts-martial. Also, trial counsel related
that appellant had failed the goverrnrent administered polygraph test. 5 '!he
militmy judge ruled that neither side would be pennitted to lay a fourxiation to admit the polygraph evidence, because polygraph tests were not
sufficiently accepted in the "scientific camnunity or the judicial cormnunity. ,,6 '!he judge also expressed concern that introduction of polygraph test
results would invade the province of the fact-fimer.

'!he author is in the Goverrnrent Appellate Division. '!his article is
reprinted from '!he Anny lawyer, Department of the Anny Pamphlet 27-50-191,
November 1988 at 27. '!he conclusions expressed herein are those of the
irrlividual author, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Judge
Advocate General's School, the United states Anny, or any other federal
agency.
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a:J.IA held that the judge abused his discretion in not allowing the
defense an opportunity to lay a fotll'rlation for admission of the results of
Gipson's polygraIil examination. 'lhe court addressed each of the military
judge's ooncems. First, apparently oonceding that polygraIil results are
not "generally accepted in the scientific ccmnunity" within the meaning of
~,7 the court detennined that the ~ test should be relaxed. Polygraph
test results should be evaluated urrler the court's new "helpful and relevant" test for admissibility.8 Seooro, the court expressed its oonfidence
that panel members would not be oveIWhel.med by polygraph evidence9 and
enphasized that the examiner would be pennitted to testify that the examinee
was tru.thful or deceptive only in response to the questions asked and only
at the time he or she gave the responses. 10 'lhe court expressed no opinion
on whether the polygraIil evidence in Gipson should have been admitted.

Gipson urrloubtedly will have a significant impact on courts-mntial
practice. '!he decision, representing perhaps the most liberal approach to
admissibility of polygraIil test results,ll opens the door to efforts to
introduce this powerful evidence. While the military judge may be required
to caution the members that the test results is only irrlicative of whether
the examinee was being tru.thful "at the time of the polygraph exam" and may
therefore only be used to draw an inference regarding the tru.thfulness of
the witness's in-court testimony, trial counsel should not urrler estimate
the effect of such evidence. 'lhe members, many of whom have been enoouraged
by their legal advisors to rely on polygraIil results in making preferral,
referral, or nonjudicial punislnnents decisions, will be inclined to trust
polygraIil results. 'lhe polygraIil test results could very often be the tie
breaker in close cases. Moreover, many members will probably view the
military judge's instru.ction about inferences and the polygraph results as a
distinction without a difference. 12 In any case, it carmot be disputed that
the polygraph examiner, an "expert" in the dominant issue in most contested
cases (credibility), is a fonnidQble witness. Trial oounsel should recognize this and be prepared to both introduce polygraph evidence at trial and
resporo to defense efforts at introduction. Critical to such preparation is
a full urrlersta.rrling of the court's holding and analysis in Gipson.
The Problern-Urrlersta.rrling Gipson

'lhe key to urrlersta.rrling Gipson is to first recognize its narrow holding: the military judge abused his discretion in not pennitting the defendant to lay a fotll'rlation for the admissibility of his polygraIil test result.
'lhe court did not rule that polygraph test results are admissible at
courts-mntial. In fact, the court provided little guidance for military
judges to follow in evaluating proffers of polygraph evidence. Its admissibility will deperrl on "the competence of the examiner, the suitability of
the examinee, the nature of the p..uticular testing process employed, and
such other factors as may arise,,13 as balance against the oollateral dangers
described in Mil. R. Evid. 403. 14 If that is not sufficiently cryptic, the
court goes on to state that even its oonclusions about the admissibility of
polygraph test results (discussed below) should not be accepted as "inunutable principles. ,,15 'lhese statements, combined with the presence of three
separate opinions in Gipson,16 produce a situation where it is almost inpossible to predict how the court will react to polygraph issues in the future.
34
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To say the least, that situation is not a bright picture for counsel
military judges. Ccmoc>n sense tells us that the majority in Gipson must
have had sane scenario in :mf.nj in which polygraph test results would be
admissible. '!he problem is detennining when the court would firrl it appropriate to admit the test results. Perhaps the court will not "recognize it
l.U1til it sees it."

am

A close examination of the majority OPllll.ons in Gipson may give some
hint of the court's ideal scenario for admitting polygraph test results am
thereby give trial practitioners am military judges some idea of how to
evaluate polygraph evidence. In his lead opinion, Judge Cox, while assessing the reliability of polygraIil results, makes the following observations.
First, he notes that the studies irrlicate negative polygraph test results
(no deception irrlicated) may be IlDre reliable than positive ones. 17 Secorxi,
he notes that ex parte examinations may be less reliable, because the ability to discard unfavorable test results eliminates or reduces an essential
basis for the reliability of such results-the neJ:Vousness created by fear
of detection. In this regard, Judge Cox approvingly cites the practice of
jurisdictions that accept polygraIil test results only where the parties
stipulate, before the test, that the results will be admissible. 18 Another
irrlication of Judge Cox's ideal case for admissibility of polygraph evidence
is fourrl in his discussion of the Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test that the
military judge must conduct in evaluating such evidence. Rejecting the
notion that an accused has a due process right to admit exculpato:ry polygraph evidence, he nonetheless irrlicates that the 403 balancing test should
be slightly skewed for admitting defense polygraph test results. 19 '!hus,
for Judge Cox, the best case for admitting a polygraph test result (assuming
the examiner was qualified am the examinee am issue were testable) would
be a defense negative test, conducted urrler corrlitions where fear of detection was maximized (ideally where the parties stipulated to its admissibility beforehan:l). A close secorxi would be a similar test results offered by
the prosecution.
In his concurring opllll.on, <llief Judge Everett seems m::>st concerned
about enhancing the reliability of polygraph test results by maximizing fear
of detection. He notes that reliability of test results may diminish with
later tests (because nervousness about the test may be reduced after one
becomes accustomed to taking the test) .20 He also expresses his preference
for a test conducted where "representatives of the adverse party had been
pennitted to observe" the test. 21
Presumably, therefore, <llief Judge
Everett likes the idea of having the parties stipulate to the admissibility
of the test result beforehan:l-the situation where fear of detection is
maximized. '!hus, <llief Judge Everett's contribution to Judge Cox's ideal
scenario for intrcrluction of a polygraph test result is that the test be the
only one taken by the witness. Both judges agree that an accused cannot
intrcrluce a polygraph test result supporting his version of the facts without
first testifying. 22

What emerges is scme irrlication of what situation the court
m::>st likely to sustain the introduction of polygrat*l test results.
should be (1) the only one taken by the witness, (2 ) negative, am
urrler corrlitions where fear of detection is maximized (preferably
stipulation as to admissibility by both parties). Additionally,
35
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result would be relevant only after the witness testifies, am in marginal
cases, defense offers of test results should be accorded more favorable
consideration. certainly, there may be other situations where the court
will U};hold receiving in evidence polygraIil test results, but this appears
to be the ideal situation am gives trial practitioners am military judges
at least scma idea hCM to evaluate the admissibility of polygraIil evidence.
Or does it?
'!he problem with the "ideal scenario" is that Judge Cox's preference
for negative results is mutually inconsistent with his am Chief Judge
Everett's desire for a test corrlucted urrler circumstances where fear of
detection is maximized. can there be any doubt that an examinee's knCMledge
that the test results will only be admissible if it irrlicates that the
examinee is telling the truth diminishes the fear of detection am thereby
urrlennines the basis for validity of his test result? surely not, am that
is the inevitable consequence of a nile admitting only negative results. 23
'!hus we are Weed back to where we started.--with little idea of when a
polygraIil test result will be admissible. '!he most we can say is that
because the majority in Gipson agreed that maximizing fear of detection was
:furx3amental to the validity of the test result, that ought to be the overriding COncen1 for trial practitioners am military judges. 24
Practice Pointers
with this in mirrl, I offer the follCMing suggestions for trial counsel
facing polygraIil issues at trial.

First, oppose any defense effort to introduce a polygraph test result
unless the examinee knew that the test result was going to be admitted.
regardless of the outcome. In other words, do not concede the admissibility
of a test result unless you have stipulated. to its admissibility prior to
trial am prior to the date of the test. '!he decision to stipulate will
deperx:l on many factors to include, but not limited. to, the suitability of
the examinee am issue(s) to reliable polygraph testing, the qualifications
of the polygraIil examiner, am the strength of your case. 25 Your opposition
to the admissibility of ex parte polygraIil test results should focus on the
unreliability of polygraIil test results in general, am ex parte tests in
particular, as established through cross-examination of the defense expert (s) am your own evidence, such as expert testimony, treatises, am
studies.

Secorn, even if you have stipulated. to the admissibility of a test
result, oppose its introduction if the witness has not already testified.
Your objection should be on the grourrls that the result is not relevant
until the witness testifies, citing Abeyta, am that pennitting introduction
of the result prior to the witness testifying would constitute improper
bolstering of the witness's testimony.26 To avoid a similar defense objection to your introduction of the accused's polygraph test result, include in
the stipulation agreement a waiver clause in which the accused waives all
objections to the government's introduction of the polygraph test result.
SUch a waiver is clearly consistent with the goal of maximizing fear of
detection (if the accused :knows he can veto introduction of his test result
by simply not testifying, then surely his fear of detection is reduced).
36
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Moreover, Abeyta would not seem to prohibit the waiver; an accused's statenent, in c:xmtrast to other witnesses' staten¥:mts, can be introduced an::l
attacked regardless of whether the accused testifies. 27
'Ihird, avoid sw:prises an::l prepare for possible defeat of your opp::>Sition to an ex parte defense polygraph examination. Reduce the likelihood of
sw:prise by set:V~ a reciprocal discovery request urrler Rule for CourtsMartial 701(b) (3) an::l (4)28 for all doclnnents, reoordin;Js, charts, or any
other evidence that might be generated dur~ a polygra};il examination. Upon
leanrin;J (before or at trial) that the defense may attenpt to introduce an
ex parte polygraph test result, request that the examinee (usually the
accused) submit to a goverrnnent test.
If the examinee refuses, make a
motion in limine to exclude the test result unless the examinee submits to a
goverrnnent test. Judge Cox hinted at the wisdan of such a motion in a
footnote to his opinion wherein he cites Mil. R. Evid. 302 (d) (allow~ the
military judge to exclude defense mental examination evidence where the
accused refuses to submit to a goverrnnent examination) an::l notes that the
court is not faced with the situation where the accused refused to cooperate
with the goverrnnent. 29 '!he manifest rationale of Rule 302 (d), to provide
the parties equal access to evidence, is equally applicable to polygraph
evidence.
You should argue that to allow the accused to present an
exculpatory polygra};il test result without submitt~ to a government test
would be tantamount to shiel~ a witness from meaningful cross-examination. 30 In any case, make every effort to subject the defense polygraph
examiner's conclusions to exact~ scrutiny. Ask for charts an::l all other
data that led to the defense expert's conclusions. Enploy your own expert
an::l make sure that the goverrnnent expert can listen to the testiloony of the
defense expert. Require the defense expert to explain his choice of questions, articulate his reaso~ prcx::ess, an::l justify his conclusions. In
short, recognize that polygra};il evidence can be very persuasive an::l treat it
accordin;Jly.
with regard to polygraph test results favorable to the prosecution, the
decision to seek introduction of such results at trial will turn on all the
considerations mentioned above. '!he only difference is that in marginal
cases, prosecution proffers may receive less favorable consideration than
defense proffers.
Also, the risk of error-overturned conviction on
appeal-is nnlch greater where the military judge errs by admitt~ test
results offered by the goverrnnent. For this reason, I recorrmerrl that trial
counsel only atte.rrpt to introduce polygraph test results in the safest
circumstances, i.e., follow~ stipulations by both parties.
Recc:ImIerrlation an::l Conclusion
Gipson is a troublesane case. '!he court invites counsel to marshal
"the latest developments in support of or in opp::>Sition to particular [polygra};il] evidence ..• at the trial level,,31 but provides little guidance for
evaluat~ these developments.
'!he Rules for Courts-Martial are also silent
concerning polygraph evidence. '!he question is what to do about this lack
of guidance. We could, of course, do nothing an::l trust the trial an::l appellate prcx::esses to make the law. '!hat course of action has the beauty of
siItplicity but pe1:petuates uncertainty.
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'!he alternatives are to (1) anerl the Rules for Courts-Martial to allow
polygraph test results as evidence urrler certain circumstances or (2) amerrl
the Rules to fo:rbid polygraph test results as evidence. 32 '!he only workable
arnemment allowing polygraph evidence is a stipulation rule allowing the
parties to stip.Ilate to the admissibility of a test result prior to the
test. '!he rule should address admissibility of offers to take polygraph
test results, pennissible methods of ilnpea.chment of the examiner's testilnony, pennissible reasons for the government to refuse to stip.Ilate, instructions for the panel members on pennissible uses of the evidence, ani pennissible reasons for withdrawal from the stipulation. 33 Arrl the list, no
doubt, will grow as trial am appellate courts wrestle with issues created
by allowing "credibility experts" to testify. Pertlaps the nost furxlamental
issue of all will be whether the parties can stip.Ilate to the admissibility
of what may be unreliable evidence. 34
In my view, the benefits of a stipulation rule are outweighed by the
costs. '!he question re::llly boils down to whether military judges am counsel should be the pri.maIy participants in the longstanding controversy
surrounding the validity of polygraph test results. In 1981, the SUpreme
Court of Wisconsin erxied a seven year experiment with a stipulation rule by
noting that the "Burden on the trial court to assess the reliability of
stip.Ilated polygraph evidence may outweigh any probative value the evidence
may have. ,,35 '!he court barred all polygraph evidence in criminal proceedings.

We should join the majority of state ani federal courts am reenact the
bar to polygraph evidence. Judge Cox hit the nail on the head when he noted
that "the battle over polygraph reliability will continue to rage. ,,36 let it
rage somewhere else.
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IDRE ABX1I'VITIORIO BENUSSI
By

H. Herbold-wootten
Vittorio Benussi was born on January 17, 1878 in Trieste, Italy. He
studied Iil.ilosq;ny in Graz (Austria) - psychology was not yet an
indeperrlent field of science - am received a Fh.D. degree in 1900 from the
University of Graz un:ler Alexius Meinong, an Austrian Fhilosophy - with the
iIrpressive c:x:Jllplete name of Alexius Meinong, Ritter von Harrlschuchsheim
(1853-1920). From 1902 to 1914 Benussi was Privatdozent of Fhilosophy in
Graz (University lecturer without tenure) am did extensive experimental
research in the field of perception of fonns, optical illusions, visually
am tactilely perceived movements, space perception, weight perception, am
perception of time (Psychologie der Zeitauffassung, 1913, a book of over 500
pages) . While Benussi was in Graz he also acquired experience in hypnotic
induction techniques. Benussi developed the theo:ry of fonn quality and is
considered the fOUJ'rler and nost iIrportant scientists of the Austrian School
of Fonn Quality. '!his school is also called the School of Act Psychology.
In the secorrl decade of this century the iIrportance of this school decreased
and was replaced by the Gestalt School. Both schools are highly related in
their research subjects but differ slightly in the explanations of Gestalt
perception.
From 1914 to 1919 Benussi was a faculty member of the University of
Vienna. In the spring of 1919 he received a call from the University of
Padua which he apparentlyacx::epted for political reasons. It allowed him to
return to Italy.
From the years in Graz, Benussi was accustomed to a well-equipped
laboratory, but in Padua there was no laboratory, the entire available
equipment consisted of a box of chalk. Because of these limited research
facilities he focused his research efforts to hypnosis.

At this time hypnosis was either subject of research or was used for
psychotherapeutical intervention.
Benussi used hypnosis as a tool to
investigate perception. '!his approach was new. He discovered that it is
possible to discriminate sleep, wakefulness and the state of hypnosis by
certain breathing patterns and used these patterns as a criterion of the
hypnotic state which he had created in his subjects.

See also N. Ansley (1988) Vittorio Benussi and research.
Polygraph,
17, (3), 121 and V. Benussi (1914), Die abnungsynptome der luge. Archiv
FUer Die Gessampte Psychologie, 31, 244-273. Translated in Polygraph (1975,
Mar.) ~, 52-76.
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Benussi carried out the experiment about the respirato:ry synptoms of
lying during his years in Graz.
[)]ring this experiment he advised his
subjects to read cams containing digits, letters, am pictures. '!hey were
questioned as to the nature, mnnber, am arran;Jement of the symbols am were
asked to describe the picture am to read the symbols in a specified order.
Some cams were marked with a red star, the lie cams. At these cams his
subjects were instructed to lie upon eve:ry IX>int. A mnnber of spectators
were present to enhance the subjects' emotional state. His subjects were
instructed to t:ry as hard as {X>SSible to deceive these listening spectators.
He recorded three to five breathing cycles before am after the answer am
calculated the quotient of the inhalation to exhalation time. In the case
of true statements, the average of these quotients was almost always greater
before the statement than afterwards; in case of wrong statements, the
average was smaller. '!he ratios did not change even when his subjects
intentionally controlled their breathing following a :rretronorne.
until this day, it is an tmreSOlved riddle why Benussi's results regarding the variations in the inhalation-exhalation ratio during truth am
deception were never replicated. Burtt (1921) tried it in an experiment
with rather sophisticated instrumentation that allowed him to record the
inhalation am exhalation ratios directly from an instrument during the
experiments. He thus avoided to measure the inhalation am exhalation time
from the charts. '!he actual experiment was carried out during the winter of
1919/1920 at the Ohio state University. He used 14 subjects but not all of
them in all series. He followed Benussi's arran;Jements ve:ry closely, used
silnilar cams, silnilar questions, am even had spectators present.
He
stated that there is "a certain corresporrlence but not a striking one,
between the ljE am telling of truth or falsehood" (page 8). IN fact he
received Benussi's synptorns for lying in 49% of the questions am in 53%
when telling the truth. 52% of the lie cams were correctly identified am
64% of the truth cams - Weed not a striking result.
otto Schutz (1924), a M.D. of the district am City Court in leipzig
attempted replication using jailed deferrlants. since he was part of the
court system his subjects were not cooperative am this made his recordings
distorted am unreadable. Schutz attributed this fact to the abnonnality of
his subjects. otto Klennn (1931) tried to replicate this experiment again
unsucx:::essfully. Klennn was not a member of the court system but he was
required to have a judge present during his experiment who actually did the
questioning. His experiment took place in the jail. His subjects were not
cooperative either. From today's starrlpoint neither Schutz nor Klennn really
proved or disproved anything because of flaws in the experimental procedures
but even with today's inproved knowledge of pitfalls of experimentation am
avoidance of them, the change of the inhalatiOn/exhalation ratio during
truth am deception could not be replicated.
Benussi' s Contemporaries
already speculated why.
Seelig (1927), a colleague of Benussi in Graz
corrlucted another experiment am included several of the sa:rre persons that
served as subjects in Benussi's experiment. He corrlucted a kirrl of mock
crime experiment am did not get Benussi' s symptoms of truth am deception
in the breathing. He suggested that Benussi' s special experimental design
was the reason for his results. Benussi ' s subj ects had to choose thernselves
how to lie. '!his strong intellectual concentration am these two corrlitions
were actually responsible for the results, not the act of sinple lying.
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More Al:x:>ut vittorio Benussi
Benussi was an experiInental psyc:holCXJist in the field of perception, he
was

not involved in lie detection or "Tatbest:arxlsdi.agnostik" as it was

called at that time in Gennan speaking countries.
Benussi died at the age of 50 in Padua. in 1927.
Selected Writin:Js by Vittorio Benussi
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In:
Untersuchungen zur
Gegenstamstheorie urxi PsycholCXIie.
(Meinong, A., Ed.), Johann Ambrosius
Barth, leipzig, 17ff.
(1906):
Allgeneines uber Vorstellun;JSinadaquatheit.
PsycholCXIie urxi RwsiolCXIie der Sirmesorgane, 42, 22ff.
45, 188ff)

Zeitsch.rift fur
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Psychologie, 32, ?
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Ia suggestione e l'ipnosi come mezzi analisi psichica reale.
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Archiv fur
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Zanichelli,

171 pages.

Ia suggestione e l'ipnosi come nezzi di analisi psich.ica reale. Rivista di
Psicologia, 21, 1-22.
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Atti del IV Congresso Nazionale di

Psicologia, Firence 1926, 35-65).
(1925) : Recherches experiInentales sur la perception de I' espace.
methode haplodiplocinescopique. Journal de Psychologie 8, 625-666.
phenanene de Parnnn).
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lAW NCY.I'ES
By

Nonnan Ansley
JURy roLIED
In the first Alxlerson v. People trial [Boulder District Court, Boulder,
COlorado, January 23, 1980, followed by People v. Alxlerson, 637 P.2d 354
(COlo. 1981)], the judge admitted over abjection evidence of a polygraph
examination taken by Alxlerson, which irrlicated Alxlerson was tnIthful in
denying rape am robbery. '!he trial ero.ed with a hung jury. Alxlerson was
put on trial again in January 1980, am the trial judge niled again that the
testirrony of the polygraph examiner was admissible, again over objection.
'!his time the jury fourxl Alxlerson not guilty. After the trial, the Judge
polled the jury am asked them about the polygraph evidence. He subsequently told the press that "'!hey said their decision didn't turn on the polygraph evidence. In fact, two of them were not convinced by the polygraph
expert. '!hey didn't think that the polygraph results are reliable. the
jurors said the key issue in the case was identification."
In u.s. v. Grasso, Federal District Court, Boston, 1973 [unreported], a
jury fourxl the defero.ant not guilty following a trial which included the
admission of the results of a polygraph examination. Prior to that testimony a fO\.lI'rlation was put on the record by several expert examiners. '!he
polygraph evidence was admitted without abjection by the prosecution. A
poll of eight of the twelve jurors irrlicated they were iIrpressed with the
fO\.lI'rlation testirrony am were convinced that the polygraph did what it
purported to do. However, being at somewhat of a loss as to what to do with
the testirrony of the examiner, they put the testirrony aside to see if they
could not arrive at a verdict by considering the other evidence, am if not,
they would use it. '!hey did arrive at a decision without it. See Barnett,
Frederick J. (1973). How does a jury view polygraph examination results?
Polygraph, ~ (4), 275-277.

'!he secom trial of Kenny for robbery included the admission of a
Pathcmeter [only an electrodennal channel] test result. '!he results were
admitted over objection. '!he test was given by Father Walter SUmmers, a
psychologist fran Fordham University, who testified that the device, when
properly enq:>loyed, was 100 percent efficient am accurate in the detection
of deception. A poll of jurors followed the trial, am the question was
''Was the lie detector testirrony, in your opinion, conclusive proof of the
innocence or guilty of Kenny?" six answered "yes," four said "no," am two
did not respom to the poll. See Forkosch, M.D. (1939) '!he lie detector
am the courts. New York university Law Quarterly, 16, 202-231.
In a later case in New York, People v. Daniels, 102 Misc. 2m 540
(SUpreme Court, Westchester County, 1979) the results of a polygraph exami-

nation was admitted over abjection of the prosecution,
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the deferxlant not guilty. In a poll, the jurors said the polygraPl results
had no influence on their decision.

'!he first case of successful admissibility of polygraPl test results is
probably state v. IDniello, circuit Court of Columbia County, Wisconsin
(1935). In that case, pol~ evidence was admitted by stipulation. '!he
test results were unfavorable to the defeOOants, am the jw:y fOUl'Xi them
guilty of assault with intent to nurder. A poll of the jw:y in:licated that
each said the polygraPt am the testiIoc>ny were of considerable help to them
in detennining the credibility of not only the defeOOants themselves, but
also the other witnesses for the state who contradicted much of the testinDny of the defeOOants. See Inbau, Fred. E. (1935) Detection of deception
technique admitted. as evidence. Journal of the American Institute of Criminal law am Criminology, 26, 262+.
roLYGRAIH EVIDENCE AND '!HE JURY:
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FEDERAL CASE ABSTRACIS

SEVEN'IH CIRaJIT

U.S. v. Dietrich, 854 F.2d 1056 (7th Cir. 1988)
A goverrnnent witness stated that he had taken a polygraph examination.
'!he judge told the jw:y the remark was stricken from the record. am to
disregard it.
A Irotion for a mistrial was denied, am the deferrlant appealed, cla:ilning reversible error. No error, said the Court of Appeals, "A
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law Notes

district court's decision conc:erni.rg polygra};il results desezves considerable
deference." u.s. v. Williams, 737 F.2d 594 (7th cir. 1984). thus, on
appeal, they would not reverse a decision to admit or exclude polygra};il
evidence, absent abuse of discretion. '!he appellate court was also of the
opinion that the admonishment to the jw:y was sufficient to cure potential
error. Affinned.
EIGHIH CIRaJIT

u.s.

v. st. Clair, 855 F.2d 518 (8th cir. 1988)

At trial, a police officer testified that the deferx3ant refused a
polygra};il test. A request for a mistrial was denied but he jw:y was instructed by the judge to disregard that testilnony. SUch testilnony is improper, Rothgeb v. U.S., 789 F.2d 647 (8th cir. 1986). '!he 8th circuit
Court of Appeals held that in this case the instnlction did not cure the
error because credibility of the deferx3ant was critical to the outcome of
the verdict. Reversed am remarrled for this am other reasons.
STATE CASE ABSTRACl'S
CDNNECl'IaJI'

state v. Plourde, 205 Conn. 455, 545 P.2d 1071 (Conn. 1988)
'!he SUpreme Court of Cormecticut agreed with the state
its minimal probative value, the deferx3ant's willingness to
test does not significantly support the reliability of
testiItDny. In excll.ldin3 the evidence of the willingness of
take a polygra};il test, the trial court did not err.

that, because of
take a polygraph
the deferx3ant's
the deferx3ant to

AIASKA

Haakanson v. state, 760 P.2d 1030 (Alaska App. 1988)
Deferx3ant claimed trial court erred in not allowing his polygraph test
results admitted into evidence, claiming advances in tec.hnology am reliability of polygra};il tests in the last ten years, sufficient to satisfy
D;yg, as required in Pulakis v. state, 476 P.2d 474 (Alaska 1970).
'!he
Court of Appeals of Alaska noted that the sole witness presented by the
defense was the examiner who gave the test. '!he court said he was not a
member of the scientific community for detennining reliability. Moreover,
in Van Meter v. state, 743 P.2d 388, the same appellate court upheld a trial
court's decision not to hold an evidentiary hearing for the same reason, am
involving the same examiner.
On the other harxl, the court found in
Haakanson, that the state's witness was a psychology professor who was in a
better position to evaluate the acceptance level of polygraph tests within
the scientific community than was the examiner.
Reversed

am

remarrled for a new trial for other reasons.
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CALIFORNIA

People v. Rich, 248 cal.Rptr. 510 (cal. 1988)
'!he deferrlant was fOUI'Xl guilty of four counts of murder, three counts
of kidnawirg, one count of rape by force, am other related offenses. On
autanatic appeal fran the death sentence the subject said that his confessions after failirg a third polygrap-t test should have been inadmissible
because he was not given a new Mirarx1a warning after the test. A Mirarx1a
warning was given before the test. Also, the deferrlant claiIood his counsel
should not have stipulated to a polygrap-t test.

'!he SUpreme Court of california saw a sCJUI'rl tactical reason for defendant's attorney to have made such a decision. For the same reason the court.
rejected a claim that counsel should have objected to the examiner's testincny that the deferrlant was the only person who failed a polygraph examination. '!he court. fOUI'Xl no error in testimony about the circumstances surrourxling the deferrlant' s agreement to take the polygraph examinations, am
no error in the admissibility of the confession. Actually, the deferrlant
took one test, on another day was scheduled am began a secom which was
interI:upted, am on a third day, took another examination.
'!he juclgIoont of death was affinned.
INDIANA

Couch v. state, 527 N.E.2d 183 (Ind. 1988)

'!he deferrlant claimed error in that the police officer testified that
the deferrlant took a polygraph test am was still a suspect, inferrirg
failure of the test. '!here was no stipulation on admissibility. '!he trial
court. ordered the questions am answers stricken am adroc>nished the jw:y to
disregard them.
'!he SUpreme Court of Indiana. said that was not enough to rerocwe "the
grave peril he was subjected to," am said the testimony was reversible
error. Reversed am remanded for a new trial.
OHIO

state v. Hill, 37 Ohio App.3d 72, 523 N.E.2d 894 (1988)
Deferrlant claimed error when the prosecution witness testified about a
polygrap-t examination, am further error by the trial court. in pennittirg
the prosecution to ccmnent on it in their closirg argmnent. '!he ar.pellate
court observed that absent an agreement, am there was none, such testimony
is in'proper. However, error was rectified by the court's instnlction. Also,
mention of a polygraph test elicited by defense counsel, if error, was
irwited. '!he deferrlant also claimed error in that the court. did not order
production of questions asked am answers given durirg the polygraph test
mentioned at trial. No error, said the a~llate court, because the test
was inadmissible, lacJdn;J stipulation.
Moreover, the prosecution couldn't
fim a "tan;Jible record, so there was not:hin:J to discover. JuclgIoont affinned.
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law Notes

City of Zanesville v. Sheets, 38 Ohio App.3d 24, 525 N.E.2d 842 (1988)
'!he city awealed fran judgIoont of the court of c:x:moon pleas which held
that polygraJ;il tests were not admissible during disciplinary proceedings of
a policeman. '!he Court of ~ls of Ohio said that Ohio law does not allow
the results of a polygraJ;il examination to be used as evidence in criminal
cases, absent a stip.1lation, am at the discretion of the trial judge that
the test was properly corrlucted, plus as instI:uction to a jUlY. Because
these comitions were not net, the examination results were properly excluded by the civil seJ:Vice cx:mnission.
ROODE ISlAND

state v. De[y, 545 A.2d 1014 (R.I. 1988)
In an arson case, the state sought to preclude the admissibility of
polygraI:il evidence by the defermnt. His test was administered by Everett
Al::nnlr, a fonner detective lieutenant with the Rhode Islam state Police,
who would testify that De:ry was telling the tnlth when he stated he did not
start the fire. '!he SUpreme Court of Rhode Islam was of the opinion that
the introduction of any infonnation regarding polygraph examination into
evidence for any purpose would be nDre likely to mislead the jUlY rather
than assist it in determining the factual issues involved.
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'were

. '
Ati~ratory experiment:' in whlch the subjects'
allCMed' to choOse
the role of innocent or thief. If they chose innocent they received a fixed
fee of $4.00, regardless of outccane of the test. I f they chose a guilty
role, they were to steal $10.00 and could keep it if the polygraJ;h test
incorrectly called them innocent. A questionnaire was given to the 76
psychology students who were subjects, asking them for their estimate of
polygrilFh aa:uracy. Also, the Eysenck Pei:sonality Inventory was administered to each subject.
'!he only J;hysiological measure used was skin resistance response. '!he
m:x::k =ime was a theft of ten dollars from a desk. '!he test fonnat was a
Backster
zone, c:arparison,
with three repetitions,
aro 20 secon::l

interstimulus intervals. ' '!he numerical scorin] was +/- 1 for each relevant
question with a +/- 9 the maximum possible, aro an inconclusive ran;re of +/1.

56 subjects selected the safe innocent role, while only 20 chose the
risk role of guilty: 15 of the 38 men and 5 of the 38 WOIreIl chose the
thief's role. there was no correlation between the subject's estimates of
aa:uracy aro the detection rate, but there was a correlation between the
detection rate aro the role they chose in that those who chose the guilty
role believed the polygraJ;h would be less effective on them as guilty than
as innocent, whereas those who thought the polygraFb would be llDre effective
of them if they were guilty chose to be innocent. Personality variables as
measured
the Eysenck
Polygraphby1989,
18(1) Personality Inventory were not related to choice of
role.
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Abstracts
'Ihe accuracy of the tests was 100% for the deoeptive(n.20)am 67% for
the non:1eceptive (n.56), inconclusives excluded.

For reprints, write to M.T. Bradley, Division of Social Science,

P.o.

Box 5050, University of New Brunswick, Saint John, .New Brunswick, .E2L 4L5,
canada.

Eyewitness MelroJ.Y
Neal E.A. Kroll, Keith H. Ogawa am James E. Nieters (1988). Eyewitness Inel!Dry am the importance of sequential infonnation. Bulletin of the
Psychonornic Society, 26 (5), 395-398.
Misleacting post-event infonnation increased the probability of incorrectly recognizin;r a detail suggested by the misleadi.n3' infonnation. this
often-reproduced f~ has been interpreted as denYJnstratin;r both Inel!Dry
:ilnpennanence am recodin;r.
However, recent evidence suggests that postevent infonnation affects not the Inel!Dry of the original event, but rather
the guessin;r bias when Inel!Dry fails. An exper:lment. is presented that
supports this response-bias interpretation. Providi.n3' witnesses with the
original sequence infonnation, even after they had already chosen the incorrect detail on an earlier test, greatly enhanced the probability of their
retrievin;r the original Inel!Dry, previously believed to be irretrievable, am
inproved the validity of the witnesses' confidence ratin;rs •. ,_'";'
: 0:'0:;': For';ccpiesof reprints write to Neal'Kroll, Depirrtmentof Psychology,
University of califomia, Davis, CA 95616.

Recognition am Recollection
.
John M. Gardiner (1988).

ence.

Functional aspects of recollective experiMelrory am Cognition, 16 (4), 309-313.

'Ihe . fUnctional relationship between recognition Inel!Dry am conscious
awareness was examined in two exper:lment.s in which subjects indicated when
recognizin;r a word whether or not they could consciously recollect its prior
occurrence in the study list. Both levels of processin;r and generation
effects were fOU!'rl to occur only for recognition acx:ampanied by conscious
recollection. Recognition in the absence of conscious recollection, although less likely, was generally reliable and uninfluenced by encodin;r
c::onlitions. 'Ihese results are consistent with dual-process theories of

recognition, which assume that recognition am timing in inplicitInel!Dry
have a CClldiUl CCluponent. Ard they strengthen the case for making a functional distinction between episodic Inel!Dry am other Inel!Dry systems.
. .
, .
For reprints write to John M. Gardiner, Melrory &' Cognition Research
Group, the City University, Nort:han¥?ton square, lDrxion EClV OHB, Erl;Jland.
~
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Abstracts
law - Interrogation - Miran1a

Mark Berger (1988).
CcIIpranise am continuity:
Miran1a waivers,
confession admissibility am the retention of interrogation protections.
University of PittsJ::mgh law Review, 49 (4"), 1007-1064.
A review of the decisions am the chan;Jes in interpretations that have
taken place in the past twenty years. Berger's thesis is that reversal of
Miranda is not necessary because the current law am rules represent an
aCXXAlwLXlation of CUIlpet:irr;J interests in interrogation issues, am that as
l'lCM practiced, Miranda closely parallels the due process voluntariness test.
Professor Berger even goes to far as to suggest that Miran1a procedures may
help insure the admissibility of confessions, rather than seJ:V:irr;J as an
obstacle to police interrogation. '!he article is well-researched am argued, but the author apparently knc7tis not:h:in;J about the real world of law
enforcement. Worth read:irr:J despite his conclusions.

Test Environment

tion.

:Rebert Gifford (1988). Light, decor, arousal, comfort
Journal of Environmental Psychology, .!I, 177-189.

am CCIl!Il11llllica-

'!he effect of light:irr;J level am room decor on int:apersonal CCIl!Il11llllication was investigated. Arousal am comfort IOOdels were invoked to generate
hypotheses that (a) brighter light:irr;J WCAlld stinUllate more general CCIl!Il11llllication, (b) lower light:irr;J levels WCAlld encourage more intimate communication,- (c)a<Ier time, lower light levels WCAlld daI!pen both general am intimate communication, am (d) hane-like decor WCAlld encourage more general am
more intimate communication. In a 2 X 2 between-subjects design, pairs of
female frierns wrote two letters to one another in bright vs. soft light:irr;J
am office-like vs. hane-like decor. All the hypotheses were confinned
except that brighter light encouraged more rather than less intimate communication. A question for the future is whether brighter-than-nonnal light:irr;J
actually increases communications, in contrast to the present finding that
nonnally bright light:irr;J maintains communication levels while subnonnal
light:irr;J levels diminish it.

For reprints, write to Professor Robert: Gifford, Deparbnent of Psychology, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada VSW 2Y2.

Olarles V. Ford, M.D., Bl:yan H. King, M.D. am Marc H. Hollen::ler, M.D.
(1988, May). Lies am liars: Psychiatric aspects of prevarication. American Journal of Psychiatry, 145 (5), 554-562.
'!he authors discuss the {ilenanenon of ly:irr;J, a CX11[IOn process that has
received remarkably little scrutiny. '!he ubiquity of ly:irr;J am other fonns
of deception, say the authors, suggests that they have nonnal aspects, am
it becanes pathological only when it is persistent or destructive to the
quality of a person's life. Antisocial, histrionic, narcissistic, borderline, am CX1Lpllsive personalities have been associated with ly:irr;J. The
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treatJnent of lyin;J needs to be irxlividualized aa:ordin;J to the overall
synptan ClCIIplex in which it is etlIhedded.
For c:q>ies of reprints write to Dr. ClJarles V. Ford, Deparbnent of
Psydriatry ani Behavioral ScienCes, University of. Arkansas for Medical
Sciences, 4301 West Markham, Slot 554, Little Rock, Arkansas
72205.
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